
THINGS I BOUGHT – SHOPPING BAN 2016 
Travel things 
(magnets and 
patches permitted) 

Fridge magnets  Nice, Rome, Murano, Venice 

Country flag patches France, Monaco, Italy, UK 

Souvenir Murano ring - Italy 

Digital luggage scalei £4.95 

Bike stuff 
 (Anything required 
for repairs and 
upgrades) 

Tubes (2) £7 

Folding bike  £205 

Spoke wrench £9.99 

Clothes 
 (Replace things 
that wear out)  

Calvin Klein wire-free nude bra 
(replacement) 

£21.00 (on sale!) 

H&M – neon socksii £12 

Blue Darling dress – replace polka dot work 
dress (tear and fraying neckline) 

£25 

Blue and black silk shirt (vintage) Replace 
striped shirt (wine incident)iii 

£10 

Guitar silk shirt (vintage) – To replace eyeball 
shirt (worn out)iv  

£10 

Grey cardigan – to replace tan cardigan (hole 
in elbow, missing button, general wear) v 

£15 

Wool cape £20 

House items Pillar candle in Sweden & lighter £4 

Metal Aeropress filter (when finished paper 
filters) 

£7.90 

Mesh produce bags  £6.99 (4) 

Toiletries  
(replace toiletries 
WHEN the run out) 

Bamboo toothbrushes (4) £14.99  

Floss £3.99 

Shampoo £6 

Toothpaste (like to alternate between 
homemade and store bought)  

£2 

Lipstick – Viva Glam II – couldn’t resist this 
new colour. Broke the ban, but I am totally 
in love. 

$21 (CAN) 

Lip chap (twin pack)vi £9 

Travel refillable bottle for perfumevii   £1.81 

Perfume (replaced empty perfume – got a 
sweet deal at the airport duty free, although 
it still is shockingly expensive!) 

£45 

Contact solution £4.16 

School supplies 
(notebooks for PhD 
and journaling)  

Journal notebook £8.99 

Passion planner (small blue)  $14.99 + shipping  

Gold dot stickers (for passion planner 
tracking)  

£2  

Ethernet to USB adapter £6.99 

 



Hobbies 
(embroidery floss, 
frames for finished 
products, knitting 
yarn)  

Climbing harness $55 (CAN) 

Embroidery floss (50 skeins)  £3.50 

Chalk ball £3 

Lock (for locker at climbing gym and yoga 
studio, also TSA approved for travel) 

£4 

Adventure racing backpackviii £60 

Down running skirtix  £100 

 

                                                           
i I get unreasonably stressed about my luggage being overweight. I know this seems like a ridiculous expense, but 

when I borrowed my former flatmate’s digital luggage scale in advance of a trip, and I knew that my luggage was 

going to be ok, I was so mentally relieved, that I figured the small expense and the owning one more thing might 

be worth it.  

ii This was an oversight in my packing for Stockholm. Spending the summer in shoes that don’t require socks, I did 

not pack enough to get through a week of wearing proper shoes and socks.  

iii This navy-white striped shirt was a relatively recent purchase, but was unfortunately in the line of fine when the 

wine I was carrying back from Italy burst in my luggage. My laundering was not able to rescue this shirt. However, I 

was able to cut the organic cotton into useful bits, including as the cover for my kombucha brewing setup.  

iv A fancy-ish silk shirt I would wear, famous for being my go-to first date shirt, but also a standard work top. It has 

seen many wears (and I realize it should have only hand washed/dry cleaned, but it definitely has gone for more 

than one spin around the washing machine. It has taken on a greying, pilling look that I can no longer ignore. In 

addition to replacing this with a second-hand vintage number, I have re-used the material of this shirt as the basis 

for a craft (check out my feminist embroidery project)!  

v My favourite cardigan has sprung a leak. I loved the dorky elbow-patch design, but apparently I have been not 

aligning the elbow patches correctly, as there is now a hole right beside the patch. Tragic. Went for a cozy 

replacement. It has a different vibe, but it is soft and cozy and I think I love it almost as much.  

vi I had made a batch, but it was not great – it got crystalized quickly and made my lips feel strange, so I have went 

back to the drawing board on this one, buying a few to tide me over. I know it is outrageously expensive, but it 

sounded so cool online, I had to try this Lucas Papaw ointment.  

vii Had used up all my tiny travel perfumes during the first ½ of my Swedish visit. Rather than fly my full-size 

perfume, got this re-fillable travel container to decant some out for the next 1.5 months and future travel.  

viii This was not a fully expected purchase. My previous Solomon pack had bit the dust last year after many years of 

service, but because I didn’t have any races on the horizon, I never bothered to replace it. However, my sis and I 

just signed up for the really exciting and intense Coast-to-Coast race for next summer, and I have a pretty rigorous 

training schedule to abide by. I have found a great replacement, frugally choosing the previous season’s design.  

ix STOCHOLM IS COLD, DUDES! I have been running pretty consistently since arriving in September, and my 

previously frost-bitten and perpetually cold thighs have noticed the drop in the mercury. I decided to treat myself 

to this cold-weather classic, and I have no doubt that I will be using this for years to come. While I could have 

delayed until January and bought all these things, it definitely comes in handy right now in Stockholm, where we 

have already had a week of snow and some fierce winds.  


